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RICE CRUSHES THE BEARS OF BAYLOR
SLIDES ROMP ON FOUR TOUCHDOWNS
SAM HOUSTON IN FOOTBALL CLASH

FOOTBALL CLASH

Dr. Arthur E. Shippley, Dr. L. L. D., F. R. S., Vice-Chancellor of the University of Cambridge, Morris of Cambridge College, and Reader in Zoology, History of the University of Cambridge, Visiting Lecturer in the History of

SLAVATION ARMY WANTS RICE HELP

wants help when help is needed.

175 of the most prominent citizens of

WANTED MCE HELP

WHEN


domestic

FOOTBALL CLASH

Enjoy Big Day at Rice

FISH PREPARE FOR BIG ANNUAL BALL

Dr. Arthur Perry Smith, President of the

President, Robert M. Perry of the

The Freshman Class Art Society, October 30, 1920, organized the Fish Club of 1920.

A special appeal will be made to students, faculty, and alumni to attend the "Week of the Freshman Class." Activities will include a Fish Ball, a Domed Room, and a Football Team.

One of the most prominent citizens of Houston is William Penn, a member of the Fish Club of 1920.
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THE PROPOSED COMIC MAGAZINE.

While the Thresher heartily approves the idea of a comic magazine for Rice, the publication of a Rice comic magazine, still the situation should be investigated from every angle by the council, before permission is granted or refused.

The comic and illustrated magazine occupies an important place in the intellectual life of the community. It serves not merely as a means of amusement, but as a vehicle for the expression of ideas, sentiments, and humor. The success or failure of such a publication depends upon its content, format, and the audience it attempts to reach.

THE SPIRIT OF '24.

NovemBer 15, 1920.

อม

We are giving you to know now in fall suits that are so stylish and so well tailored that they'll last a long time. They're made that way by...

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

We're selling them on such a short profit that you get a mighty good suit here for...

$40

$45

$50

Sakovitz Bros.

A Saving

On Clothes

Houstons Largest Store

For Men and Boys

Invites Your Inspection of the New Fashions for

Autumn and Winter

New Suit Models from Fashion Park, Hickey Freeman and Campus Tags. Our small profit policy saves you money.

Suits at $60, $65, $70 and up

Address from

Knox

Seyton and

Scholbe

WE CASH YOUR CHECKS

Charge accounts with responsible people at all times welcome.

405 Main

1006 Preston Avenue

WE OFFER...

The COMMUNITY House

Our Canteen and Cafeteria will please and afford you

COMFORT AND PLEASE

THE OWL SHOP

Cleansing, Pressing and Alterations for your convenience. A "Rice Shop for Rice Students by a Rice Man."

For Satisfaction and Service See Me

P. E. NASH

230 E W.

THE THRESHER, HOUSTON, Texas

OFF TO TULANE.

Our team leaves this evening for New Orleans and with them goes the spirit of Rice. That team is our most cherished possession, the pride of every Rice man and woman. So let them always—in their victories and if there be need—more surely in their defeats.

We must see them to their carriage and as the train moves away, convey to them the spirit of our hearts. We must meet them on their return and joyously escort them back to the Old Well.

While the men are at Tulane the Rice students will be anxiously awaiting the results of the game and no matter what may happen, we know that Tulane has that day run up against a worthy foe. The odds are said to be a bit in favor of Tulane, but that means nothing to us. If we find Tulane a bit over-confident and find her flagging on bigger games ahead, we may just assure that the day is ours. If we find Tulane living in fear of our approach because of the success in our first game, we know that we look to ourselves and prepare for a life and death struggle.

Regardless of the facts that Tulane has that day a big reputation and regardless of the fact that Rice is from the home field, she is going to jump right in the minute the whistle blows and in three ways, the game ought to be ours. Rice will never let the victory of last week cause an over-confidential feeling to be fostered, but will walk out on Tulane's field full in the knowledge that today the men may look for each other, that every bond will have his own hands, and every muscle must be trained to the jump and as a result Tulane may never recover from the blow.

We do not know the full potentiality of our team yet, but we do know that Rice has gathered together some of the finest groups of athletics, physically, mentally, and morally that any school can boast of, and that all remains to be seen is the full strength and ability of the well directed energy of the men as a group. "Team, we are behind you. Pledge for you. Look to each other from you. We know you can do it. Go in at that big game and make the first few seconds tell the full story of the game."

Higginbotham's Return to A. and M.

The STURDY AND APPRECIATIVE SPIRIT of the boys from A. and M. is most inspiring. One can read of Higginbotham's return to A. and M. and the joyous procession that met him, with the adulation and admiring them that is the proper devotion due a great athlete, and a great leader and supporter of collegiate athletics.

The account states that at 4 o'clock in the morning every bandman A. and M. rolled out of bed, and led by the band marched to the station in a train which was bringing Higginbotham from the Baylor Medical College at A. M. Can anyone overlook the excellent spirit displayed by Higginbotham, who when he felt that his comrades had been wronged because of the ruling of the Southwest Conference, declining to be bossed by the Kleinbockberg insulins, left medical college, where he was studying his chosen profession, and returned to the grid to fill the gap made by Kleinbockberg's absence.

Higginbotham is a "brandy" player, a great team and a thorough sportsman. A. and M. should be proud to have him as a student.

NOVEMBER 15, 1920.

November 15 will be an important day in the annals of Rice, for on that occasion The Owl and the Aggie will clash in immortal combat. It will be the first time for a number of years that we have met A. and M. on the gridiron. As A. and M. won the Southwest championship for last year, with Rice second place for the same period, the game for this year promises to top the climax of the gridiron series for 1920.

At any rate, the game will be of such importance that every student of the Institute will endeavor to follow the team to College Station.

November 15, exactly one month from today! Every student had been best preparations at once for that important event. Arrangements for chartering a special train must be made before many more weeks have passed. Our victory will not be complete without the attendance of the entire student body to render their audible support.

RICE DAY AT SALEMSPORTSMAN CLUB.

DINNER TODAY at the SalemSportsman Club of Houston will be given over and several hundred students will be in attendance.

Houston, as one of the most progressive cities in the state, is rapidly awakening to the fact that one of the South's foremost universities is located within its domain. Rice is, as it were, one of Houston's undeveloped resources.

While the world's greatest scientists, scholars and thinkers have been journeying from all parts of the earth to pay a visit, Houston students, and Houston were slipping past her grasp.

This year the awakening has come and with it, will come not only a greater center for trade, industry and commerce, but a greater trend of students, visitors and businessmen.

THE スピッツ

THE SPIRIT of '24 was for the first time viewed

from the Campanile. The Thresher remembers that the band last appeared in concert, notably at the Rice-Baylor game, last year, due to the fact that the band's arrangements were not turned out properly. In order to make its appearance, the band must be given the same advantages of rehearsal and practice in the new Music Building as is offered the band of the college.

The Thresher views such events with much satisfaction, and hopes that they will continue.
BROQEE OXFORDS
and a Nifty Pair of Wool Hose is a mighty hard proposition to beat when it comes to real class and style---
TAN CALFSKIN in special style, the pair.......
THE CAMPANA
Mr. M. H. Allens will be glad to fit you.
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"WE Treat Your Clothes White"
Burkhart's Laundry and Dye Works

DRY CLEANING AND DYEING

Rice Representatives, Cornelson & Dain

THE OWL
Cold Drinks and Eats while out on the boule-

M. R. KIBLER.

THE First National Bank
OF HOUSTON
Houston, Texas

CAPITAL.... $2,000,000.00
SURPLUS.... $500,000.00
DEPOSITS.... $22,000,000.00

BRETHREN, HOUSTON, TEXAS
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They Win On Merit
These new fall clothes are winners, because of the fine tailoring, style, and fabrics.

Here you will find the cream of the clothing production—All that the

young men want.

"COME AND SEE"

Better Clothes for Men

BOOTH BROTHERS
QUALITY CANDIES

PICKLE ICE CREAM

517 Main Street
Opposite the Rice

Quality stands right out in these
Hats——
You need not be an expert to see the
quality behind our Fall stock of
Hats. These new fall hats are made
for the best stores, and include the
most popular styles of the season. We
approach the impossible value when we

offer you these hats, and our line of

LEOPOLD & PRICE

The House of Kuppenheimer Clothes

HOTEL BENDER
Respectfully Solicits the Patronage of Rice
Students at the Regular

WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY DANCES

Mr. Cha. Dickson's Popular Dance Orchestra
Furnishes the Latest Dance Music.

CARTER BUILDING BARBER SHOP
J. H. HEINRICH, Prop.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
**Carroll's**

To Help Express My Feelings

**News Article**

The Chronicle has a new column, which is now being prepared to handle all news stories available, will be published faithfully and fully.

**Subscriptions**

Rice News

**Read the Houston Chronicle for Rice News**

The Chronicle has a section that is prepared to reduce all news stories available, will be published faithfully and fully.

**Subscriptions**

328 East Hall

**Rice News**

**Quality in Banking Service**

Just as it pays to buy quality goods, it also pays to buy quality banking. Especially for young men just starting out in business. So if you're looking for a bank that will offer you personal service and attention to detail, then look no further than South Texas Commercial National Bank. With branches in downtown Houston and throughout the city, our experienced staff is ready to assist you with all your banking needs.

**Branches**

212 Main Street

**Houston's Bank of Service**

No Student Should Be Without a Typewriter

If you're a student, then you know how important it is to have a reliable typewriter. But where can you find one? Look no further than Rice Typewriter Exchange. We have a wide selection of quality typewriters, sure to meet all your needs.

**Contact Information**

Near Courthouse and Avenue Street from Stewart Blvd.

**Possible to Get a Literate Letter**

**Work on Student Publications to Be Rewarded by R. and Quill**

"In the awarding of the R' at Rice there is a definite change noted this past year, the first year of the advent of the new student council, which is one of the reasons why we feel that this year is the most important one of all. The student council has been made up of a fourteen-member committee, and it is the duty of these members to do the work of the council.

The R' and the Quill are awarded to students who have done outstanding work in the field of student publications. The R' is awarded for the highest standard of work in the field of student publications. The Quill is awarded for the highest standard of work in the field of student publications. The Quill is the highest award that can be given to a student for his work in the field of student publications.

The student council is a new body that has been established at the University of Texas, and it is expected to do a great deal of work in the field of student publications. The student council is expected to do a great deal of work in the field of student publications.

**Rice Sweaters**

$10

**Our Cash Sale**

offers you just those kinds of suits—good-quality wool—tailored—fitted. We'll guarantee to you the maximum of service.

**Shoetrees**

Shoetree, dust where you can.

**Sutu Coats, Wraps, Skirts, Frocks, Skirts, Sweaters, Scarves and Snows**—and the thousand and one things that are so popular with the well-dressed women.

**Headquarters**

For Rice Students When in Town. Come in and try our delicious Ice Cream and So-